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NEW QUESTION: 1
You have a Microsoft Power BI data model that contains three
tables named Sales, Product, and Date.
The Sales table has an existing measure named [Total Sales]
that sums the total sales from the Sales table.
You need to write a calculation that returns the percentage of
total sales that a selected ProductCategoryName value
represents. The calculation must respect any slicers on
ProductCategoryName and must show the percentage of visible
total sales. For example, if there are four ProductCategoryName
values, and a user filters one out, a table showing
ProductCategoryName and the calculation must sum up to 100
percent.
How should you complete the calculation? To answer, drag the
appropriate values to the correct targets. Each value may be
used once, more than once, or not at all. You may need to drag
the split bar between panes or scroll to view content.
NOTE: Each correct selection is worth one point.
Answer:
Explanation:
Explanation
Box 1: CALCULATE
CALCULATE rvaluates an expression in a modified filter context.
Box 2: DIVIDE
As a data modeler, when you write a DAX expression to divide a
numerator by a denominator, you can choose to use the DIVIDE
function or the divide operator (/ - forward slash).

When using the DIVIDE function, you must pass in numerator and
denominator expressions.
Box 3: ALLSELECTED
ALLSELECTED removes context filters from columns and rows in
the current query, while retaining all other context filters or
explicit filters.
The ALLSELECTED function gets the context that represents all
rows and columns in the query, while keeping explicit filters
and contexts other than row and column filters. This function
can be used to obtain visual totals in queries.
Example:
measure 'Reseller Sales'[Reseller Visual
Total]=calculate(sum('Reseller Sales'[Sales Amount]),
ALLSELECTED()) Reference:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/dax/allselected-function-dax

NEW QUESTION: 2
Welche Sprache wurde hauptsÃ¤chlich zum Abfragen, Ã„ndern und
Verwalten von Datenbanken in einem relationalen
Datenbankverwaltungssystem entwickelt?
A. Visual Basic
B. C ++
C. SQL
D. Java
Answer: C
Explanation:
ErlÃ¤uterung:
SQL ist eine spezielle Programmiersprache fÃ¼r die Verwaltung
von Daten in einem relationalen Datenbankverwaltungssystem
(RDBMS).

NEW QUESTION: 3
A. Option A
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option D
Answer: C
Explanation:
Office Telemetry consist of the followings 5 components :
*A simple network shared folder
*Telemetry Processor
*Telemetry database
*Telemetry Dashboard
*Telemetry Agent
The first 4 components are considered Server-side, while the
Telemetry Agent is the client-side.
Note: To enable and configure the telemetry agent, you can edit
the registry on each monitored client computer in small or test

environments. For production environments that contain hundreds
or thousands of client computers, you can use Group Policy
administrative templates.
References:
https://www.systemcenterdudes.com/how-to-setup-telemetry-dashbo
ard-for-office2016/

NEW QUESTION: 4
Refer to the exhibit.
After migrating a Cisco IP phone to a new cluster, the phone
continues to register with its old Cisco Unified Communications
Manager cluster. The Cisco IP phone status message indicates
the error that is shown. What is a possible cause for this
error condition?
A. The phone cannot reach its new TFTP server.
B. The phone is not provisioned correctly on the destination
cluster.
C. Cisco CallManager services are not running on the
destination cluster.
D. The new TFTP server is not in the ITL file.
Answer: D
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